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A wonderful window to the world of Islam with striking illustrations and color photographs. A is for

Allah takes its title from a song written by Yusuf Islam to teach his first born child that the letter A

stood first and foremost for Allah the Almighty and not, as is often taught, only for Apple. The

philosophy of life which pervades western society, begins with the very first lesson a child learns in

the classroom. The primal etching on the minds of such innocent beings and the attention teachers

give to certain things has a long lasting influence on their perception of this world. Often it takes little

or no account of the basic human desire: to know and learn to love our Creator. Through the

framework of the Arabic alphabet, the reader - be they child or adult - is introduced or reminded

about the fundamental aspects of Islam, from Allah the One, to Jannah the Garden of Paradise,

through to the Quran, the Book of God, and Yawm ad-Deen, the Day of Judgement; all are elegantly

presented in this fine book together with striking illustrations and color photographs. This book is for

those who seek to teach their young that behind and beyond everything in this life and this world is

Allah Most High.
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Yusuf Islam was born Cat Stevens in London in 1948, son of a Swedish mother and Greek Cypriot

father. He achieved fame as a pop star in the 60s and 70s, selling over 45 million albums worldwide

to date. He embraced Islam in 1977 and chose the name Yusuf Islam. Since then he has

married,has five children and is an active member of the British Muslim Community, focusing on the



areas of education and humanitarian relief.

very good book for every age .

ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Æ’

If it hasn't already won an award, it should. Despite one bothersome but completely forgiveable little

grammatical error in the introduction, "A is for Allah", a didactic picture book for the beginner (not

just for children!) is a lovingly crafted, complete and utter masterpiece. Simply stunning! From the

sturdy, sewn (not glued) binding to the rich colours and delicate typesets and superb artwork used

to sensitively and comprehensively convey the basics of the faith, no detail was overlooked in this

book's production.This clearly was a labour of love for Yusuf Islam. The book took 20 years to

complete and -- enjoyably for the reader -- it shows! "A is for Allah" is a joy simply to hold in one's

hands; it commands respect and demands to be lovingly handled. Yusuf Islam and Abd al-Lateef

Whiteman (the artist who worked closely with him) have created in "A is for Allah" a rare work: a

serious teaching tool as well as a piece of art. The book presents all of the necessary points of the

Islamic faith in an amazingly comprehensive yet concisely packaged format. Yet Yusuf's writing

style is not sterile; instead, it adds a personal and sometimes amusing touch. The reader tends to

remember what he says, simply by the unique manner in which he says it! And when the reading

experience is completed by the sensory-rich auditory accompaniment of the CD of the same name

(in which Yusuf Islam and co. "read along" and sing to the lucky listener), the result is pure learning

pleasure. An experience impossible to forget![NOTE: I wrote this review (word for word) in January

2002 but have only just now gotten around to posting it.]

A well researched and presented book that grows with the young redears' sklls. Target age-group: 4

-8 years.At the top of each page, the book prints an Arabic letter of the Alphabet and the English

transliteration of an Arabic word that starts with the letter. Besides, each page contains beautiful

photographs, Islamic calligraphies, translations of Qur'anic verses, lyrics of the songs -- that are

recorded in the CD and audio -- that correspond to the associated Arabic word. The tapescripts are

given in each page, too. I find the colour combination (different in each page) to be most attractive.

It is very clear that the Arabic words are chosen very carefully so as to instil God-consciousness in

the readers' mind.However, I bought it for my 9-month-old baby, particularly because of my intention

to teach her the Arabic as a second language (none of my family members speaks Arabic). At that



time, my baby and I used to take out the book almost everyday, treating it just as a picture book,

while I would point to each Arabic letter and concentrated on the phonics only. By 15 months of age,

she was not only able to recognise all letters in printed format (even when shown in random) and

pronounce all of them, but also recognise them in HANDWRITING, plus mention of other Arabic

words that started with the letter.

A is for Allah is an excellent and professionally produced resource book for children (ages 10 and

up) wanting to learn more about Islam.A is for Allah uses the well established Alphabet approach to

introduce an important Islamic topic for each letter of the Arabic alphabet. Topics covered include:

Allah, Bismillah, Jannah, Hajj, 'Ilm and Kalimah.Although the book stands well on its own, I would

also suggest purchasing the accompanying audio cassette or CD.Highly recommended.

As an American Muslim, I have always been dismayed at the lack of learning tools that are available

to Muslim children growing up in the Western world. Yusuf Islam has helped fill this void with the

creation of this book and especially the CD or tapes that can be bought seperately.My kids love this,

and believe it or not, adults will too.

this was a great book. i really liked it. it teaches me about islam.
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